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ABSTRACT
We present DPIQN, a deep policy inference Q-network that targets
multi-agent systems composed of controllable agents, collabora-
tors, and opponents that interact with each other. We focus on one
challenging issue in such systems—modeling agents with varying
strategies—and propose to employ “policy features” learned from
raw observations (e.g., raw images) of collaborators and opponents
by inferring their policies. DPIQN incorporates the learned policy
features as a hidden vector into its own deep Q-network (DQN),
such that it is able to predict better Q values for the controllable
agents than the state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learningmodels.
We further propose an enhanced version of DPIQN, called deep re-
current policy inference Q-network (DRPIQN), for handling partial
observability. Both DPIQN and DRPIQN are trained by an adaptive
training procedure, which adjusts the network’s attention to learn
the policy features and its own Q-values at different phases of the
training process. We present a comprehensive analysis of DPIQN
and DRPIQN, and highlight their effectiveness and generalizabil-
ity in various multi-agent settings. Our models are evaluated in a
classic soccer game involving both competitive and collaborative
scenarios. Experimental results performed on 1 vs. 1 and 2 vs. 2
games show that DPIQN and DRPIQN demonstrate superior perfor-
mance to the baseline DQN and deep recurrent Q-network (DRQN)
models. We also explore scenarios in which collaborators or oppo-
nents dynamically change their policies, and show that DPIQN and
DRPIQN do lead to better overall performance in terms of stability
and mean scores.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modeling and exploiting other agents’ behaviors in a multi-agent
system (MAS) have received much attention in the past decade [11,
15, 22, 23]. In such a system, agents share a common environment,
where they can act and interact independently in order to achieve
their own objectives. The environment perceived by each agent,
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however, changes over time due to the actions exerted by the oth-
ers, causing non-stationarity in each agent’s observations. A non-
stationary environment prohibits an agent from assuming that the
others have specific strategies and are stationary, leading to in-
creased complexity and difficulty in modeling their behaviors. In
collaborative or competitive scenarios, in which agents are required
to cooperate or take actions against the others, modeling environ-
mental dynamics becomes even more challenging. In order to act
optimally under such scenarios, an agent needs to predict other
agents’ policies and infer their intentions. For scenarios in which
the other agents’ policies dynamically change over time, an agent’s
policy also needs to change accordingly. This further necessitates
a robust methodology to model collaborators or opponents in an
MAS.
There is a significant body of work on MAS. The literature con-
tains numerous studies of MAS modeling [7, 10, 27] and investiga-
tions of non-stationarity issues [16]. Most of previous researches
on opponent or collaborator modeling, however, were domain-
specific. Such models either assume rule-based agents with sub-
stantial knowledge of environments [3, 4], or exclusively focus
on one type of applications such as poker and real-time strategy
games [6, 29]. A number of early RL-based multi-agent algorithms
have been proposed [5, 8, 9, 12, 18, 32]. Some researchers presumed
that the agent possesses a priori knowledge of some portions of
the environment to ensure convergence [8]. Techniques presumed
that the agent knows the underlying MAS structures [5, 9, 12] have
been explored. The use of other agents’ actions or received rewards
were suggested in [12, 18]. These assumptions are unlikely to hold
in practical scenarios where an agent has no access to such informa-
tion. While approaches for eliminating the need of prior knowledge
of the environment have been attempted [2, 22, 24, 36], they are still
limited to simple grid-world settings, and are unable to be scaled
to more complex environments.
In recent years, a special field called deep reinforcement learning
(DRL), which combines RL and deep neural networks (DNNs), has
shown great successes in a wide variety of single-agent stationary
settings, including Atari games [14, 26], robot navigation [37], and
Go [31]. These advances lead researchers to start extending DRL to
the multi-agent domain, such as investigating multi-agents’ social
behaviors [21, 34] and developing algorithms for improving the
training efficiency [13, 15, 23]. Recently, representation learning
in the form of auxiliary tasks has been employed in several DRL
methods [19, 25, 28, 30]. Auxiliary tasks are combined with DRL by
learning additional goals [19, 25, 30]. As auxiliary tasks provide DRL
agents much richer feature representations than traditional meth-
ods, they are potentially more suitable for modeling non-stationary
collaborators and opponents in an MAS.
In the light of the above issues, we first present a detailed design
of the deep policy inference Q-network (DPIQN), which aims at
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training and controlling a single agent to interact with the other
agents in an MAS, using only high-dimensional raw observations
(e.g., images). DPIQN is built on top of the famous deep Q-network
(DQN) [26], and consists of three major parts: a feature extraction
module, a Q-value learning module, and an auxiliary policy fea-
ture learning module. The former two modules are responsible for
learning the Q values, while the latter module focuses on learning
a hidden representation from the other agents’ policies. We call
the learned hidden representation "policy features", and propose
to incorporate them into the Q-value learning module to derive
better Q values. We further propose an enhanced version of DPIQN,
called deep recurrent policy inference Q-network (DRPIQN), for
handling partial observability resulting from the difficulty to di-
rectly deduce or infer the other agents’ intentions from only a
few observations [14]. DRPIQN differs from DPIQN in that it in-
corporates additional recurrent units into the DPIQN model. Both
DPIQN and DRPIQN encourage an agent to exploit idiosyncrasies
of its opponents or collaborators, and assume that no priori domain
knowledge is given. It should be noted that in the most related
work [15], the authors trained their agent to play a two-player
game using handcrafted features and fixed the opponent’s policy
in an episode, which is not practical in real world environments.
To demonstrate the effectiveness and generalizability of DPIQN
and DRPIQN, we evaluate our models on a classic soccer game envi-
ronment [11, 22, 35]. We jointly train the Q-value learning module
and the auxiliary policy feature learning module at the same time,
rather than separately training them with domain-specific knowl-
edge. Both DPIQN and DRPIQN are trained by an adaptive training
procedure, which adjusts the network’s attention to learn the policy
features and its own Q-values at different phases of the training
process. We present experimental results in two representative sce-
narios: 1 vs. 1 and 2 vs. 2 games. We show that DPIQN and DRPIQN
are much superior to the baseline DRL models in various settings,
and are scalable to larger and more complex environments. We
further demonstrate that our models are generalizable to environ-
ments with unfamiliar collaborator or opponents. Both DPIQN and
DRPIQN are able to change their strategies in response to the other
agents’ moves.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• DPIQN and DRPIQN enable an agent to collaborate or com-
petewith the others in anMAS by using only high-dimensional
raw observations.
• DPIQN and DRPIQN incorporate policy features into their
Q-value learning module, allowing them to derive better Q
values in an MAS than the other DRL models.
• An adaptive loss function is used to stabilize the learning
curves of DPIQN and DRPIQN.
• Unlike the previous works [6, 15, 35] only focusing on com-
petitive environments, our models are capable of handling
both competitive and collaborative environments.
• Our models are generalizable to unfamiliar collaborators or
opponents.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces background materials related to this paper. Section 3
describes the proposed DPIQN and DRPIQN models, as well as the
training and generalization methodologies. Section 4 presents our
experimental results, and provides a comprehensive analysis and
evaluation of our models. Section 5 concludes this paper.
2 BACKGROUND
RL is a technique for an agent to learn which action to take in each
of the possible states of an environment E. The goal of the agent is
to maximize its accumulated long-term rewards over discrete time
steps [22, 33]. The environment E is usually formulated as aMarkov
decision process (MDP), represented as a 5-tuple (s,a,T ,R,γ ). At
each timestep, the agent observes a state s ∈ S, where S is the state
space of E. It then performs an action a from the action space A,
receives a real-valued scalar reward r from E, and moves to the next
state s ′ ∈ S. The agent’s behavior is defined by a policy π , which
specifies the selection probabilities over actions for each state. The
reward r and the next state s ′ can be derived by r = R(s,a, s ′) and
T(s ′, s,a) = Pr(s ′ |s,a), where R and T are the reward function and
the transition probability function, respectively. Both R and T are
determined by E. The goal of the RL agent is to find a policy π which
maximizes the expected return Gt , which is the discounted sum
of rewards given by Gt =
∑T
τ=t γ
τ−t rτ , where T is the timestep
when an episode ends, t denotes the current timestep, γ ∈ [0, 1] is
the discount factor, and rτ is the reward received at timestep τ . The
action-value function (abbreviated as Q-function) of a given policy
π is defined as the expected return starting from a state-action pair
(s,a), expressed as Qπ (s,a) = E[Gt |st = s,at = a,π ].
The optimal Q-function Q∗(s,a), which provides the maximum
action values for all states, is determined by the Bellman optimality
equation [33]:
Q∗(s,a) =
∑
s ′
T(s ′, s,a)[r + γ max
a′
Q∗(s ′,a′)] (1)
where a′ is the action to be selected in state s ′. An optimal policy π∗
is then derived from Eq. (1) by selecting the highest-valued action
in each state, and can be expressed as π∗(s) = argmaxa∈A Q∗(s,a).
2.1 Deep Q-Network
DQN [26] is a model-free approach to RL based on DNNs for esti-
mating the Q-function over high-dimensional and complex state
space. DQN is parameterized by a set of network weights θ , which
can be updated by a variety of RL algorithms [14, 26]. To approxi-
mate the optimal Q-function given a policy π and state-action pairs
(s,a), DQN incrementally updates its set of parameters θ such that
Q∗(s,a) ≈ Q(s,a,θ ).
The parameters θ are learned by gradient descent which iter-
atively minimizes the loss function L(θ ) using samples (s,a, r , s ′)
drawn from an experience replay memory Z . L(θ ) is expressed as:
L(θ ) = Es,a,r,s ′∼U (Z )
[(y −Q(s,a,θ ))2] (2)
where y = r + γ maxa′ Q(s ′,a′,θ−), U (Z ) is a uniform distribution
overZ , and θ− represents the parameters of the target network. The
target network is the same as the online network, except that its
parameters θ− are updated by the online network at predefined in-
tervals. Both the experience replay memory and the target network
enhance stability of the learning process dramatically.
Figure 1: Architectures of DPIQN (a) and DRPIQN (b).
2.2 Deep Recurrent Q-Network
Deep recurrent Q-network (DRQN) is proposed by [14] to deal
with partial observability caused by incomplete and noisy state
information in real-world tasks. It is developed to train an agent in
an environment modeled as a partial observable Markov decision
process (POMDP), in which the state of the environment is not
fully observable or determinable from a limited number of past
states. DRQN models E as a 6-tuple (s,a,T ,R,γ ,o), where o is the
observation perceived by the agent. Instead of using only the last
few states to predict the next action as DQN, DRQN extends the
architecture of DQN with Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [17].
It integrates the information across observations by an LSTM layer
to a hidden state h and an internal cell state c , which recurrently
encodes the information of the past observations. The Q-function
of DRQN is represented asQ(o,h,a). DRQN has been demonstrated
to perform better than DQN at all levels of partial information [14].
2.3 Q-learning in Multi-Agent Environments
In a real-world MAS, the environment state is affected by the joint
action of all agents. This means that the state perceived by each
agent is no longer stationary. The Q-function of an agent is thus
dependent on the actions of the others. Adaptation of the Q-function
definition becomes necessary, such that the other agents’ actions
are taken into consideration.
In order to re-formulate the Q-function for multi-agent settings,
we assume that the environment E contains a group of N + 1
agents: a controllable agent and the other N agents. The latter can
be either collaborators or opponents. The joint action of those N
agents is defined as ao ∈ Ao , whereAo : A1producttext1A2 · · ·producttext1AN , and
A1∼AN are the action spaces of agents 1 ∼ N , respectively. The
reward function RM and the state transition function TM , therefore,
become r = RM (s,a,ao , s ′) and TM (s ′, s,a,ao ) = Pr(s ′ |s,a,ao ),
where the subscript M denotes multi-agent settings. We further
define the other N agents’ joint policy as πo (ao |s). Based on RM
and TM , Eq. (1) can then be rewritten as:
QM
∗(s,a |πo ) =
∑
ao
πo (ao |s)
∑
s ′
TM (s ′, s,a,ao )[RM (s,a,ao , s ′) + γEa′ [QM ∗(s ′,a′ |πo )] ] (3)
Figure 2: Generalized architecture of DPIQN and DRPIQN.
Please note that in the above equation, the Q-function is conditioned
on πo , rather than ao . Conditioning the Q-function on ao leads to
an explosion of the number of parameters, and is not suitable for
an MAS with multiple agents.
3 DEEP POLICY INFERENCE Q-NETWORK
In this section, we present the architecture and implementation
details of DPIQN. We first outline the network structure, and in-
troduce the concept of policy features. Then, we present a variant
version of DPIQN, called DRPIQN, for dealing with partial observ-
ability. We next explain the training methodology in detail. Finally,
we discuss the generalization methodology for environments with
multiple agents.
3.1 DPIQN
The main objective of DPIQN is to improve the quality of state
feature representations of an agent in multi-agent settings. As
mentioned in the previous section, the environmental dynamics
are affected by multiple agents. In order to enhance the hidden
representations such that the controllable agent can exploit the
other agents’ actions in an MAS, DPIQN learns the other agents’
“policy features” by auxiliary tasks. Assume that the environment
contains a controllable agent and a target agent. Policy features
are defined as a hidden representation used by the controllable
agent to infer the policy of the target agent, and are represented
as a vector hP I . The approximated representation encodes the
spatial-temporal features of the target agent’s policy πo , and can
be obtained by observing the target agent’s behavior for a series
of consecutive timesteps. By incorporating hP I into the model of
the controllable agent, DPIQN is able to learn a better Q-function
than traditional methodologies. DPIQN adapts itself to dynamic
environments in which the target agent’s policy changes over time.
The results are presented in Section 4.
The network architecture of DPIQN is illustrated in Fig.
1 (a), which computes the controllable agent’s Q-value
QM (s,a |hP I ,het ;θ ) and the target agent’s policy πo . Note
that QM is conditioned on the policy feature vector hP I , rather
than the target agent’s action ao or policy πo . We omit hP I and
het in QM in the rest of the paper for simplicity. DPIQN consists
of three parts: a feature extraction module, a Q-value learning
module, and an auxiliary policy feature learning module. The
feature extraction module is a convolutional neural network (CNN)
shared between the latter two modules, and is responsible for
extracting the spatio-temporal features from the latest k inputs (i.e.
observations). The extracted feature at timestep t are denoted as
het . In our experiments presented in Section 4, the inputs applied at
the feature extraction module are raw pixel data.
Both the Q-value learning module and the policy feature
learning module take het as their common input. In DPIQN, these
two modules are composed of a series of fully-connected layers
(abbreviated as FC layers). The Q-value learning module is trained
to approximate the optimal Q-function Q∗M , while the policy
feature learning module is trained to infer the target agent’s next
action ao . Based on het , these two modules separately extract two
types of features denoted as hQ and hP I using two FC layers
followed by non-linear activation functions. The policy feature
vector hP I is further fed into an FC layer and a softmax layer,
which are collectively referred to as a policy inference module, to
generate the target agent’s approximated policy πo (ao |het ). The
approximated policy πo is then used to compute the cross entropy
loss against the true action of the target agent. The training
procedure is discussed in subsection 3.3. To derive the Q values of
the controllable agent, the policy feature vector hP I is fed into the
Q-value learning module, and merged with hQ by multiplication to
generate hC , as annotated in Fig. 1. hC is then processed by an FC
layer to generate the Q-value of the controllable agent.
3.2 DRPIQN
DRPIQN is a variant of DPIQN motivated by DRQN for handling
partial observability, with an emphasis on decreasing the hidden
state representation noise from strategy changing of the other
agents in the environment. For example, the policy πo of an oppo-
nent in a competitive task may switch from a defensive mode to an
offensive mode in an episode, leading to an increased difficulty in
adapting the Q-function and the approximated policy feature vec-
tor hP I of the controllable agent to such variations. This becomes
even more severe in multi-agent settings when the policies of all
agents change over time, resulting in degradation in the stability
of hP I (and hence, hC ). In such environments, inferring the policy
of a target agent becomes a POMDP problem: the intention of the
target agent cannot be directly deduced or inferred from only a few
observations.
DRPIQN is proposed to incorporate recurrent units in the base-
line DPIQNmodel to deal with the above issues, as illustrated in Fig.
1 (b). DRPIQN takes a single observation as its input. It similarly
employs a CNN to extract spatial features he from the input, but
uses the LSTM layers to encode temporal correlations between a
history of them. Due to its capability of learning long-term depen-
dencies, the LSTM layers are able to capture a better policy feature
representation. We show in Section 4 that DRPIQN demonstrates
superior generalizability to unfamiliar agents than the baseline
models.
3.3 Training with Adaptive Loss
In this section, we provide an overview of the training methodology
used for DPIQN and DRPIQN. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode
of the training procedure. Our training methodology stems from
that of DQN, with a modification of the definition of loss function.
Algorithm 1 Training Procedure of DPIQN
1: Initialize replay memory Z , environment E, and observation s
2: Initialize network weights θ
3: Initialize target network weights θ−
4: for timestep t = 1 to T do
5: Take a with ϵ -greedy based on QM (s, a; θ )
6: Execute a in E and observe µo , r , s′
7: Clip r between [−1, 1]
8: Store transition (s, a, ao, r, s′) in Z
9: Sample mini-batch (s j , a j , a jo, r j , s j′) from Z
10: Set y =

r j for terminal s j′
r j + γ max
a j′
QM (s j′, a j′; θ−) otherwise
11: Compute LQ based on y , and compute LP I
12: Compute λ = 1√
LP I
13: Compute gradient G based on LQ , LP I , λ
14: Perform gradient descent G
15: Update s = s′
16: Update θ− = θ for every C steps
17: end
We propose to adopt two different loss function terms LQ and LP I
to train our models. The former is the standard DQN loss function.
The latter is called the policy inference loss, and is obtained by
computing the cross entropy loss between the inferred policy πo
and the ground truth one-hot action vector µo of the target agent.
LP I is expressed as:
LP I = H (µo ) + DKL(µo ∥πo ) (4)
where H (µo ) is the entropy of µo , and DKL(µo | |πo ) stands for the
Kullback-Leibler divergence of πo from µo . The aggregated loss
function can be expressed as:
L = Emini-batch∼U (Z )[(λLQ + LP I )] (5)
where λ is called the adaptive scale factor of LQ . The function of λ
is to adaptively scale LQ at different phases of the training process.
It is defined as:
λ =
1√
LP It
(6)
In the initial phase of the training process, LP I is large, correspond-
ing to a small λLQ . A small λLQ encourages the network to focus
on learning the policy feature vector hP I . When the network is
trained such that LP I is sufficiently small, λLQ becomes dominant
in Eq. (5), turning the network’s attention to optimize the Q values.
We found that without the use of λ, the Q values tend to converge
in an optimistic fashion, leading to a degradation in performance.
The intuition behind λ is that if the controllable agent possesses
sufficient knowledge of the target agent, it is able to exploit this
knowledge to make a better decision. The use of λ significantly im-
proves the stability of the learning curve of the controllable agent.
A comparison of performance with and without the usage of λ is
presented in Section 4.5. Note that during testing, the forward path
only calculates the Q values of the controllable agent, and does not
need to be fed with the moves of the target agent.
(1)
(2)
(3)
Figure 3: Illustration of the soccer game in 1 vs. 1 scenario. (1) is
our controllable agent, (2) is the rule-based opponent, (3) is the start
zone of the agents. The agent who possesses the ball is surrounded
by a blue square.
Figure 4: Policy of the rule-based agent in each episode.
3.4 Generalization
DPIQN and DRPIQN are both generalizable to complex environ-
ments with multiple agents. Consider a multi-agent environment
in which both cooperative and competitive agents coexist (e.g., a
soccer game). The policies of these agents are diverse in terms of
their objectives and tactics. The aim of the collaborative agents
(collaborators) is to work with the controllable agent to achieve a
common goal, while that of the competitive agents (opponents) is
to act against the controllable agent’s team. Some of the agents are
more offensive, while others are more defensive. In such a heteroge-
neous environment, conditioning the Q-function of the controllable
agent on the actions of distinct agents would lead to an explosion of
parameters, as mentioned in Section 3.3. To reduce model complex-
ity and concentrate the controllable agent’s focus on the big picture,
we propose to summarize the policies of the other agents in a single
policy feature vector hP I . We extend the policy feature learning
module in DPIQN and DRPIQN to incorporate multiple policy in-
ference modules to learn the other agents’ policies separately, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Each policy inference module corresponds to
either a collaborator or an opponent. The loss function term LP I in
Eq. (5) is then modified as:
LP I =
1
N
N∑
i=0
H (µio ) + DKL(µio ∥π io ) (7)
where N is the total number of the target agents, and i indicates
the i-th target agent. The training procedure is the same as Algo-
rithm 1, except lines 8∼10 are modified to incorporate aio , π io , and
µio . The learned hP I , therefore, embraces the policy features from
Table 1: Hyperparameters used in our experiments.
List of Hyperparameters
Epoch length 10,000 timesteps (2,500 training steps)
Optimizer Adam [20]
Learning rate 0.001(Initial)→
0.0004
(Epoch 600)→
0.0002
(Epoch 1000)
ϵ -greedy 1.0(Initial)→
0.1
(Epoch 100)
Discount factor 0.99
Target network Update every 10,000 steps
Replay memory 1,000,000 samples
History length 12(DQN/DPIQN)
1
(DRQN/DRPIQN)
Minibatch size 32
Table 2: Evaluation result of 1 vs. 1 scenario.
Model Training Hybrid Offensive Defensive
Hybrid -0.063 -0.850 0.000
DQN Offensive 0.312 0.658 0.113
Defensive -0.081 -1.000 0.959
DRQN Hybrid 0.028 -0.025 0.168
DPIQN Hybrid 0.999 0.989 0.986
DRPIQN Hybrid 0.999 0.981 1.000
the collaborators and opponents. The experimental results of the
proposed generalization scheme is presented in Sections 4.3, 4.4
and 4.5.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results and discuss their
implications. We start by a brief introduction to our experimental
setup, as well as the environment we used to evaluate our models.
4.1 Experimental Setup
We perform our experiments on a soccer game environment illus-
trated in Fig. 3. We begin with explaining the environments and
game rules. The hyperparameters we used are summarized in Ta-
ble 1. The source code is developed based on Tensorpack1, which is
a neural network training interface built on top of TensorFlow [1].
Environment. Fig. 3 illustrates the soccer game environment
used in our experiments. The soccer field is a grid world composed
of multiple grids of 32×32 RGB pixels and is divided into two halves.
The game starts with the controllable agent and the collaborator
(Fig. 3(1)) randomly located on the left half of the field, and the
opponents (Fig. 3(2)) randomly located on the right half of the field,
except the goals and border zones (Fig. 3(3)). The initial possession
of the ball (highlighted by a blue rectangle) and the modes of the
agents (offensive or defensive) are randomly determined for each
episode. In each episode, each team’s objective is to deliver the ball
1github.com/ppwwyyxx/tensorpack
Figure 5: Learning curve comparison in
the 1 vs. 1 scenario.
Figure 6: Learning curve comparison in
the 2 vs. 2 scenario.
Table 3: Evaluation result of 2 vs. 2 sce-
nario.
Model Training Testing
DQN - -0.152
DRQN - -0.031
Both 0.761
DPIQN O-only 0.645
C-only 0.233
Both 0.695
DRPIQN O-only 0.714
C-only 0.854
to the opposing team’s goal. An episode terminates immediately
once a team scores a goal. A reward of 1 is awarded if the control-
lable agent’s team wins, while a penalty reward of -1 is given if
it loses the match. If neither of the teams is able to score within
100 timesteps, the episode ends with a reward of 0. Each agent in
the field chooses from five possible actions: move, N, S, W, E and
stand still at each time step. If the intended position of an agent is
out of bounds or overlaps with that of the other agents, the move
doesn’t take place. In the latter case, the agent who originally pos-
sesses the ball passes/loses it to the collaborator/opponent who
intend to move to the same position. In our simulations, the control-
lable agent receives inputs in the form of resized grayscale images
o ∈ R84×84×1 of the current entire world (Fig. 3).
1 vs. 1 Scenario. In this scenario, the game is played by a con-
trollable agent and an opponent on a 6 × 9 grid world (Fig. 3). The
opponent is a two-mode rule-based agent playing according to
Fig. 4. In the offensive mode, the opponent focuses on scoring a
goal, or stealing the ball from the controllable agent. In the defen-
sive mode, the opponent concentrates on defending its own goal,
or moving away from the controllable agent when it possesses the
ball. We set the frame skip rate to 1, which is optimal for DQN after
an exhaustive search of hyperparameters.
2 vs. 2 Scenario. In this scenario, each of the two teams contains
two agents. The two teams compete against each other on a grid
world with larger areas of goals and border zones. We consider two
tasks in this scenario: our controllable agent has to collaborate with
(1) a rule-based collaborator or (2) a learning agent to compete with
the rule-based opponents. The sizes of the grid world are 13 × 10
and 21 × 14, respectively. In addition, the rule-based agents in this
scenario also play according to Fig. 4. When a teammate has the ball,
the rule-based agent does its best to obstruct the nearest opponent.
We set the frame skip rate to 2 in this scenario due to the increased
size of the environment.
4.2 Performance Comparison in 1 vs.1 Scenario
Table 2 compares the controllable agent’s average rewards among
three types of the opponent agent’s modes in the testing phase
for four types of models, including DQN, DRQN, DPIQN, and DR-
PIQN. The average rewards are evaluated over 100,000 episodes.
The types of the opponent agent’s modes include “hybrid”, “offen-
sive”, and “defensive”. A hybrid mode means that the opponent’s
mode is either offensive or defensive, and is determined randomly
at the beginning of an episode. Once the mode is determined, it
remains fixed till the end of that episode. The second and third
columns of Table 2 correspond to the opponent’s modes in the
training and testing phases, respectively. All models are trained for
2 million timesteps, corresponding to 800 epochs in the training
phase. The highest average rewards in each column are marked in
bold. The results show that DPIQN and DRPIQN outperform DQN
and DRQN in all cases under the same hyperparameter setting. No
matter which mode the opponent belongs to, DPIQN and DRPIQN
agents are both able to score a goal for around 99% of the episodes.
The results indicate that incorporating the policy features of the
opponent into the Q-value learning module does help DPIQN and
DRPIQN to derive better Q values, compared to those of DQN and
DRQN. Another interesting observation from Table 2 is that DQN
agents are also able to achieve sufficiently high average rewards, as
long as the mode of the opponent remains the same in the training
and testing phases. When DQN agents face unfamiliar opponents in
the testing phase, they play poorly and lose the games most of the
time. This indicates that DQN agents are unable to adapt themselves
to opponents with different strategies and, hence, non-stationary
environments. We have also observed that DPIQN and DRPIQN
agents tend to play aggressively in most of the games, while DQN
and DRQN agents are often confused by the opponent’s moves.
Fig. 5 plots the learning curves of the four models in the train-
ing phase. The numbers in Fig. 5 are averaged from the scores of
the first 500 episodes in each epoch. The opponent’s modes in all
of the four cases are random. It can be seen that DPIQN and DR-
PIQN learn much faster than DQN and DRQN. DRPIQN’s curve
increases slower than DPIQN’s due to the extra parameters from the
LSTM layers in DRPIQN’s model. Please note that the final average
rewards of DPIQN and DRPIQN converge to around 0.8. This is
largely due to the ϵ-greedy technique we used in the training phase.
Another reason is that in the testing phase, the average rewards
are evaluated over 100,000 episodes, leading to less variations.
4.3 Collaboration with Rule-based Agent
Table 3 compares the average rewards of the controllable agent’s
team in the 2 vs. 2 scenario for four types of models used to im-
plement the controllable agent. Similarly, the average rewards are
evaluated over 100,000 episodes. Both the collaborator and oppo-
nents are rule-based agents, and are set to the hybrid mode. The
second column of Table 3 indicates which rule-based agent’s policy
features are learned by DPIQN and DRPIQN agents in the training
phase. “Both” means that DPIQN and DRPQIN agents learn the
Figure 7: Mean rewards of different collaboration teams.
policy features of both the collaborator and the opponents, while
“C-only”/“O-only” represents that only the policy features of the col-
laborator/the opponents are considered by our agents, respectively.
We denote them as DPIQN/DRPIQN (B), DPIQN/DRPIQN (C), and
DPIQN/DRPIQN (O) for these three different settings. All models are
trained for 3 million timesteps (1,200 epochs). The highest average
reward in the third column is marked in bold.
From the results in Table 3, we can see that DPIQN and DRPIQN
agents are much superior to DQN and DRQN agents in the 2 vs 2 sce-
nario. For most of the episodes, DQN and DRQN agents’ teams lose
the game with their average rewards less than zero. On the other
hand, DPIQN and DRPIQN agents’ teams are able to demonstrate a
higher goal scoring ability. We have observed in our experiments
that our agents have learned to pass the ball to its teammate, or save
the ball from its teammate chased by the opponents. This implies
that our agents had learned to collaborate with its teammate. On the
contrary, the baseline DQN and DRQN agents are often confused
by the opponent team’s moves, and are relatively conservative in
deciding their actions. As a result, they usually stand still in the
same place, resulting in losing the possession of the ball. Lastly, it
is noteworthy that both DRPIQN (C) and DPIQN (O) achieve high
average rewards. This indicates that for our models, it is sufficient
to only model a subset of agents in the environment. Therefore, we
consider DPIQN and DRPIQN to be potentially scalable to a more
complex environment.
Fig. 6 plots the learning curves of DPIQN (B), DRPIQN (B), DQN,
and DRQN in the training phase. Similarly, the numbers in Fig. 6
are averaged from the scores of the first 500 episodes in each epoch.
It can again be observed that the learning curves of DPIQN and
DRPIQN grow much faster than those of DQN and DRQN. Even
at the end of the training phase, the average rewards of our mod-
els are still increasing. From the results in Table 3 and Fig. 6, we
conclude that DPIQN and DRPIQN are generalizable to complex
environments with multiple agents.
4.4 Collaboration with Learning Agent
To test our model’s ability to cooperate with a learning collabora-
tor, we conduct further experiments in the 2 vs. 2 scenario. As the
environment contains two learning agents in this setting, we addi-
tionally introduce fingerprints DQN (FPDQN) 2 [13], a DQN-based
2FPDQN takes as input (s, ϵ, e), where e is the current training epoch, as suggested
in the original paper.
Table 4: Evaluation result of 2 vs. 2 scenario with a learning
collaborator.
Model Scoring Rate Draws Avg. rewards
DPIQN 31.54% 11.97% 0.829
FPDQN 0.00% 36.83% 0.555
DQN 58.70% 39.77% 0.529
Table 5: Impact of unfamiliar agents on average reward.
Unfamiliar-O Unfamiliar-C
1 vs. 1 Scenario
DPIQN 0.909 (90%) -
DRPIQN 0.947 (94%) -
2 vs. 2 Scenario (rule-based)
DPIQN
Both 0.501 (65%) 0.645 (84%)
O-only 0.488 (75%) 0.535 (82%)
C-only 0.076 (32%) 0.189 (81%)
DRPIQN
Both 0.534 (76%) 0.565 (81%)
O-only 0.578 (80%) 0.625 (87%)
C-only 0.625 (73%) 0.695 (82%)
multi-agent RL method to tackle non-stationarity, as a baseline
model. Each of the three types of models, including DQN, FPDQN
and DPIQN, has to team up with a learning DQN agent to play
against the opposing team. All models mentioned above adopt the
same parameter settings, and the rule-based agents in the opposing
team are set to the hybrid mode. The average rewards are simi-
larly evaluated over 100,000 episodes. Please note that DPIQN only
models its collaborator, i.e. the DQN agent, in the experiment.
Fig. 7 plots the learning curves of the three teams in the training
phase. The numbers in Fig. 7 are similarly averaged from the scores
of the first 500 episodes in each epoch. It can be observed that
the learning curves of both DPIQN and FPDQN grow much faster
and steadier than DQN. It takes DQN 1,000 epochs to reach the
same level of performance as FPDQN. On the other hand, DPIQN
consistently receives higher average rewards than the other models.
From the results in Fig. 7, we show the effectiveness of our model
in a multi-agent learning setting.
In Table 4, we report the scoring rate for each controllable agent,
the percentage of draws, as well as the evaluation results in the test-
ing phase. We observe that the DPIQN agent only scores 31.54% of
the time, and runs forward to support its teammate’s attack when-
ever the collaborator gains possession of the ball and advances
towards the goal. On the contrary, when DPIQN agent possesses
the ball, we do not observe any similar behavior from the DQN col-
laborator. The result shows that DPIQN is superior in cooperating
with and assisting its teammate through modeling the collabora-
tor. Furthermore, although FPDQN learns faster than DQN agents’
team, it does not seem to show any sign of collaboration with its
teammate, and spends most of its time staying in the offensive half.
Therefore, it achieves only a 0.00% scoring rate despite its higher
average rewards than the DQN team. We also observe that the DQN
agents’ team hardly ever steals the ball from the rule-based agents,
and therefore often ends up in draws. In addition, when one of the
DQN agents possesses the ball, the other DQN tends to stand still,
Figure 8: Impact of λ and LP I on average reward.
instead of assisting its teammate. This behavior is similar to what
we have observed in DPIQN’s team. We therefore conclude that
DQN agents lack the ability to cooperate efficiently. From the result
in Figure 7 and Table 4, we further show that our proposed model
is capable of handling non-stationarity, as well as improving the
overall performance of RL agents.
4.5 Generalizability to Unfamiliar Agent
In this section, we show that DPIQN and DRPIQN are capable of
dealing with unfamiliar agents whose policies change over time.
We evaluate our models in the two scenarios discussed above, and
summarize our results in Table 5. In the training phase, DPIQN and
DRPIQN agents are trained against rule-based agents with fixed
policies in an episode. However, in the testing phase, the policies of
the collaborator or opponents are no longer fixed. Each of themmay
randomly updates its policy mode (either offensive of defensive)
with an irregular update period ranging from 4 to 10 timesteps.
The update period is also randomly determined. This setting thus
makes the controllable agent unfamiliar with the policies of its col-
laborator or opponents in the testing phase, allowing us to validate
the generalizability of DPIQN and DRPIQN. Note that the average
rewards listed in Table 5 are evaluated over 100,000 episodes.
Table 5 compares two cases for validating the generalizabil-
ity of DPIQN and DRPIQN: unfamiliar opponents (abbreviated
as unfamiliar-O) and unfamiliar collaborator (abbreviated as
unfamiliar-C). These two cases correspond to the second and third
columns of Table 5, respectively. We report results for the 1 vs. 1
and 2 vs. 2 scenarios in separate rows. The numbers in the paren-
thesis are ratios of the average rewards in Table 5 to those of the
corresponding entries in Tables 2 & 3. In the 1 vs. 1 scenario, DPIQN
and DRPIQN are able to achieve average rewards of 0.909 and 0.947,
respectively, even when confronted with an unfamiliar opponent.
In the 2 vs. 2 scenario, both DPIQN and DRPIQN maintain their per-
formance in most of the cases. It can be seen that DRPIQN performs
slightly better than DPIQN in these two scenarios when playing
against unfamiliar opponents. We have observed that DRPIQN (O)
achieves the highest average reward ratios among all of the cases.
One potential explanation is that DRPIQN (O) focuses only the
policy features of the opponents in the training phase, therefore is
able to adapt itself to unfamiliar opponents better than the other
settings. Table 5 also indicates that DPIQN and DRPIQN perform
Figure 9: Impact of λ and LP I on LQ .
better when facing with unfamiliar collaborators than unfamil-
iar opponents. We have observed that when collaborating with
an unfamiliar agent, DPIQN and DRPIQN agents tend to score a
goal by itself, due to its lack of knowledge about the collaborator’s
intentions.
4.6 Ablative Analysis
We further investigate the effectiveness of our adaptive loss function
by a detailed analysis of LP I and LQ . Moreover, we plot the learning
curves of three different cases, and show that our adaptive loss
design helps accelerate convergence and stabilize training.We focus
exclusively on DPIQN, as DRPIQN produces similar results.
Fig. 8 illustrates the learning curves of DPIQN in the 1 vs. 1
scenario. These three curves correspond to DPIQN models trained
with or without the use of λ and LP I in Eq. 5. Although all of the
three cases converge to an average reward of 0.8 at the end, the
one trained with both λ and LP I converges much faster than the
others. We further analyze LQ for the three cases in Fig. 9. It is
observed that the DPIQN model trained with both λ and LP I shows
less fluctuations in LQ and thus better stability than the other two
cases in the training phase. We conclude that both policy inference
and adaptive loss are essential to DPIQN’s performance.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an in-depth design of DPIQN and its
variant DRPIQN, suited to multi-agent environments. We presented
the concept of policy features, and proposed to incorporate them as
a hidden vector into the Q-networks of the controllable agent. We
trained our models with an adaptive loss function, which guides
our models to learn policy features before Q values. We extended
the architectures of DPIQN and DRPIQN to model multiple agents,
such that it is able to capture the behaviors of the other agents in
the environment. We performed experiments for two soccer game
scenarios, and demonstrated that DPIQN and DRPIQN outperform
DQN and DRQN in various settings. Moreover, we verified that
DPIQN is capable of dealing with non-stationarity by conducting
experiments where the controllable agent has to cooperate with a
learning agent, and showed that DPIQN is superior in collabora-
tion to a recent multi-agent RL approach. We further validated the
generalizability of our models in handling unfamiliar collaborators
and opponents. Finally, we analyzed the loss function terms, and
demonstrated that our adaptive loss function does improve the
stability and learning speed of our models.
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